11400 CASTELNAUDARY - Tel 04 68 94 11 28

Safety rules
In case of a fire: keep calm. Try to stop the fire by using the means the
nearest at your disposal
In case you hear the signal of fire alarm, evacuate the zone

THE MUNICIPAL CAMPSITE OF LA GIRAILLE
The municipal campsite of La Giraille is located in a green field, near to the
banks of the canal du midi, and offers you calm under the trees for nice
holidays both, for families or groups of friends
32 places available for camping cars, caravans and tents and 4
Mobilhome
Several electric connecting points
Opening hours
The campsite is open seven days a week
From 7h30h till 21h
Outside these times, all the vehicles will remain in the carpark outside the
campsite
Adress
Municipal Campsite of La Giraille - Chemin des Fontanilles

Numbers
Emergency rescue Services 15
Fire brigade 18
Police 17
Hospital 04 68 94 56 56
Gendarmerie 04 68 23 10 70.
Facilities
A leisure room with a tv set
Fridges
Touristic leaflets which will allow you to discover more news about our
local area
A recycling bin for camping cars and caravans
Sinks for dish washing and washing clothes separate are at your disposal
Sanitation
Hot showers and WC
Individual shower boxes accessible for the handicapped
Pets
Pets are accepted with no added charges a book of vaccination is
necessary and dogs must be held with leads

0468237479
The municipal swimming pool
Situated at a distance of 500 meters from the campsite, the municipal
swimming pool greets you : Monday to Friday: 10h30 to 13h30
15h to 19h

By mail: sports@ville-castelnaudary.fr

Saturdays, Sundays, and bank holidays 10h to 13h
15h to 19h
Reduced Rate for Swimming pool 1.75€ for the customers of the campsite
Sports
Sports Activities The banks of the Canal du midi offer you numerous
opportunities for walking or cycling. It is also possible to practice other
sports on the sporting site on the campsite, as beach volley ball or tennis,
Skate Park and synthetic ground sports.
Touristic Discoveries
The canal du midi, ranked at the world patrimony of Unesco provides a
variety of landscapes that you will discover while navigating on boats The
inter communal Tourist Board offers you circuits and guided visits.
Know more by phoning 0468230573
Gastronomy
The world Capital of Cassoulet, Castelnaudary is well known for this
popular and family friendly dish. The Cassoulet is made up with the
products from the Lauraguais area and is cooked in a terracotta local plate
called la cassole which is at the very origin of its name. You really
should take advantage of your visit to this area to enjoy the tasting of this
Information’s and bookings
Contact the Campsite
0468941128

Holidays cheques are allowed

